OFFICIAL REGULATIONS FOR SHIPPING LIVE INSECTS

Since the first issue of the Lepidopterists' News we have made efforts through the News to promote studies of immature stages of Lepidoptera, including rearing, exchanging, and even buying and selling eggs, larvae, and pupae. Consequently we feel it is our duty to inform the News readers in North America on the governmental regulations which control the shipment of living insects, both to protect lepidopterists and to facilitate their compliance with the legal requirements. We are grateful to Mr. C.F.W. Muesebeck, of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, to Dr. T.N. Freeman of the Canadian Department of Agriculture, and to Mr. Fred T. Thorne, of California, for aiding in assembling this information.

For shipments to Canada, the statement is as follows: "The regulations under Destructive Insect and Pest Act require a permit to import living insects into Canada. Applications for permits should be addressed to the Secretary, Destructive Insect and Pest Act Advisory Board, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada."

For the U.S.A., the following official statement has been provided: "The shipment of living insects is governed by the Insect Pest Act of 1905, ... Persons contemplating the importation or interstate shipment of living insects should, therefore, make application to the Division of Foreign Plant Quarantine, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., for permits authorizing the movement of the material. The Act refers specifically to insects notoriously injurious to cultivated crops in including vegetables, field crops, bush fruits, orchard trees, forest trees, or shade trees. Although it does not refer to beneficial and non-economic forms, postal officials, transportation employees, and others concerned cannot be expected to differentiate between those insects which are harmless or beneficial and those which are of economic importance. These agencies are cooperating in the enforcement of the Act, and it has been found that movement of even those forms which are not considered as restricted by the Act is facilitated when the shipment is accompanied by a permit."

Many States have regulations, but California is most concerned with restriction of shipments. The law reads as follows: "It is unlawful to import into or ship or transport within the State, any live insect, except honey bees... unless such shipment or transportation is authorized prior to shipment under written permit...of the California director or the United States Department of Agriculture."

THE NEARCTIC BUTTERFLIES

Current Developments

Hereafter the Society's proposed series of studies of the "Butterflies North of Mexico" will be referred to as THE NEARCTIC BUTTERFLIES. This is a better definition of the scope of the project since the political boundary between the U.S.A. and Mexico is not biological, parting faunae that are basically the same - southwestern U.S.A. and northern Mexico.

Progress is being made in getting the cooperation of Society members. (See page 20.) In February some seventy-odd collaborators received the data sheets for information about species in the genus Danaus in their collections. This information will be used by Dr. Fox in his study. If there are other members who wish to contribute information, they should get in touch with the undersigned.

The present editorial staff is almost complete. Changes will be made as they become necessary through the years of publication.

Editor-in-Chief - F. Martin Brown

Section Editors

Danaidae - Richard M. Fox
Satyrinae - Ralph L. Chenock
Nymphalidae - William D. Field (not yet confirmed)
Lycaenidae, etc. - F. Martin Brown (temporary)
Papilionidae - Alexander B. Klots
Hesperiidae - (open)

Consultants

Biogeography - F. Martin Brown
Botany - William T. Penland
Immature Forms - Charles L. Remington

The work will be published in the form of generic monographs. Each genus or group of small closely related genera will form a single publication. Each will be complete in itself yet each will constitute a definite part of a collected work on the Nearctic Butterflies. The format will measure 4 5/8 by 7 inches, printed on a 6 3/4 by 10 inch page.

A style manual has been prepared and will soon be issued to the various editors and authors. Other members of the Society may get copies from the project Editor-in-Chief or the Society office at cost.
WHAT IS SYSTEMATICS?
by Sergius G. Kiriakoff
Ghent State University, Ghent, Belgium

The readers of the Lep. News have no doubt much appreciated the substantial articles by Dr. Remington on Taxonomy. The object of this note is to give a report to the readers about the question of the scope of Systematics. There exists a tendency, more distinct on the American side of the ocean, to consider Systematics as a synonym of Taxonomy (see Remington, Lep. News, vol.2: p.26) which actually corresponds to the most restricted meaning of the first term. Some authors, mostly European, think that these terms are not synonymous and that in fact the first of them has a much broader meaning than the second which it includes. There are a few scattered indications of this point of view in the literature, but only one complete discussion of the subject exists, that by the Soviet dipterist Paramonov ("Gegenwirtige Systematik, ihre Methoden und Aufgaben", Trav. Mus. Zool. Acad. Sci. Ukraine, vol.4, pp.3-25, 1934). I have only recently read Paramonov's paper and was struck by the great similarity, not to say identity, of his views with my own. Here follows a summary of Paramonov's proposed definitions, slightly amended so as to bring them in complete concordance with my own views.

SYSTEMATICS is a biological science with usually two aspects, viz. the theoretical side and the practical side. With regard to zoological Systematics, in which we are primarily interested, these two aspects are: a) Zoonomy and b) Zoography.

ZOOGRAPHY or theoretical Systematics is the study of the biological laws under which the present animal kingdom has developed and taken on the aspects which it now has. Most of the biological rules we are acquainted with (irreversibility law of Dollo, law of the homologous series of Vavilov, climatic rules of Gloger, Allen and Bergmann, etc.) must be considered to belong here. Phylogeny (which also has its own practical aspect) cannot be better placed than in Zoonomy. Even Mendell's law and thus certain aspects of Genetics are so intimately connected with Zoonomy that one is entitled to ask himself whether Genetics cannot be included in the great science of Systematics; this, however, is open to too much controversy, so that temporarily we may as well leave it out of consideration.

ZOOGRAVPHY or practical Systematics comprises the following sections:

1. Taxonomy or the science of the hierarchy of systematic unities or categories (see 3, below);
2. Diagnostics or the description of the known animal forms with their characteristics;
3. Classification or grouping of the known animal forms into categories according to their mutual relationships. An example will show the difference between Taxonomy and Classification: if some species are placed partly in the genus Speyeria and partly in Boloria, this is classifying; if we try to establish whether Speyeria and Boloria are entitled to generic or to subgeneric rank, this is taxonomy.
4. Nomenclature or the doctrine of the rational scientific names.

Taken in this broad meaning, Systematics forms, in its turn, part of a complex of several very nearly related sciences, viz. Zoogeography, Faunistics, and Ecology. Systematics is deeply indebted to these various sciences without the help of which it hardly could claim any progress. On the other hand, Systematics forms as it were the backbone of zoogeographical, faunistical and ecological work, which could not have any practical value if not aided by Systematics.

PROCEDURE IN TAXONOMY - VI. TYPES OF GENERA

In order to achieve a uniform system of applying generic names during revisions of classification, the concept of the type of a genus was devised. The type of a genus is one species and the generic name must always be applied to the genus of the type species. For example, Libythea was long considered to include several species such as celcis, bachmani, motya, etc.; recently the Old World species were found to be generically different from the New World species; since celcis is the type species, the name Libythea had to be used for celcis and the other Old World species, and a new generic name was proposed for the New World Snout Butterflies.

The name for the type species of a genus has regrettably been "genotype" for many years. This is not a valid term etymologically since the combining form derived from "genus" must be "gener-". Thus, THE CORRECT TERM IS "GENEROTYPE". The only possibly valid use of "genotype" for a generic type would be its devious derivation from the Greek equivalent of "genos". In spite of the long usage of "genotype" in taxonomy, the correction of the old error has become imperative because the same term is used universally in genetics for an entirely different meaning. Geneticists formed the word by deriving it correctly from "gene", the coined word for the unit in living cells which controls heredity. Genetics is a science on an equal footing with taxonomy; the term "genotype" is far more important in genetics than in taxonomy; in genetics it is correctly formed; in genetics and taxonomy it is becoming more and more interrelated and thus the term would tend to become used increasingly for two meanings in the same papers - four compelling reasons why taxonomy must abandon this term for the type of a genus. In fact, numerous modern taxonomists have already adopted "genotypet. This has long been the editorial policy of the News.

Modern taxonomists who name new genera clearly designate the genotypes. However, it has been necessary to select types for most of the old genera in which more than one species was originally placed. The four terms for genericotypes proposed by O.F. Cook in 1914 (Amer. Nat., vol.48: p.314) and commonly used by entomologists are:

ORTHOTYPE - type designated in original description of genus;
HAPLOTYPE - only species in genus originally;
LOGOTYPE - type selected after original description of genus;
PSEUDOTYPE - type incorrectly selected after original publication.

C.L. Remington
Publications dealing with Lepidoptera tend, in general, to divide themselves into several fairly discrete types. Descriptions of new species or subspecies, group revisions or monographs, descriptions of even those are among the commonest. There also exists one other very frequently encountered type of paper, unfortunately rarer now than in former years, THE REGIONAL LIST. It is the aim of this discussion, not only to present a few pointers on the preparation of such lists, but also to make a plea for their increase in numbers.

Broadly speaking, any work which treats all the members of any taxonomic category from any defined geographical area might logically be termed a "regional list." Since this definition, however, includes such widely differing types of treatment as Holland's Butterfly Book, the Mundenough 1936 Check List of a (hypothetical) list of the Byrnon of the Cincinnati region, it is necessary to restrict the use of the term a good deal. For the purposes of this paper a regional list may be described as being an annotated list of the species, subspecies, etc., of a category of family level or higher (usually no higher than Order, however), of a defined area of dimensions less than continental in size. The dimensions usually adopted are political, though they in no sense need be. Those most frequently employed are state or province, city environs, national parks, islands. When the size of the area concerned becomes large (say United States; Canada; North America) it ceases to be a regional list and becomes (or should become, under a conscientious concern) consists of the species of their group far more than most others. The help should be enlisted for the determination of any doubtful species. A good plan in this connection is to send to the specialist a list of the species of his group proposed for inclusion in the regional list. From this he can request for examination any that he suspects are misidenti
d, subject to possible racial variation, etc., and can at the same time revise the nomenclature to bring it up to date. It is essential that the authorities who made the identifications be clearly stated in the regional list.

The regional list, adequately prepared, is a tool of many varied uses. First is its service to the visiting collector. A good list will enable him to plan a visit to the region, knowing what to expect and able to take advantage of emergence dates. Another, more important, use of a regional list is that made by the specialist revising a group. Much of his distributional data will come from such lists. Further, the amount and detail of observations on the biology of the species in the list will help him more in other phases of his revisional work, even to the point of furnishing leads on new directions of investigation.

The additional uses are important indeed, but no so easily described. They all stem from the fact that A WELL-WRITTEN LIST IS AN ACCURATE RECORD OF CONDITIONS AT SPECIFIED TIMES IN A SPECIFIED PLACE. The study, even the awareness, of changes in these conditions either with respect to time or to place, are immeasurably facilitated by such records. We may cite such changes as population size or area, migration, records; foodplant variability of a species over different areas. Since any conscientious student writes a paper with a purpose, it is evident that the composition of a regional list must be made with its future use constantly in mind. This automatically brings up the subject of what should be included, and what excluded, from consideration.

First and by far the most important is the CORRECT IDENTIFICATION of all names employed. This is so self-evident that it may verge on the foolish even to mention it. The fact remains, however, that at the present time there are many lists in the past have lost considerably in usefulness, even to the point of being confusing or actually misleading, by the inclusion of inaccurately determined species. The writer himself may be unfamiliar with many of the groups, at least to render expert decisions on critical taxonomic points. That is a job for a specialist, requiring large collection. In this connection is to send to the specialist a list of the species of his group proposed for inclusion in the regional list. From this he can request for examination any that he suspects are misidentified, subject to possible racial variation, etc., and can at the same time revise the nomenclature to bring it up to date. It is essential that the authorities who made the identifications be clearly stated in the regional list.

Second only to correct identification is the DISTRIBUTIONAL INFORMATION. Brief general remarks on the entire range of the species may be desirable, especially if the list is to have a large local consumption, but in any case as much information as possible should be given concerning the distribution within the area treated. This should include at a minimum a listing of all localities in which the species has been taken. In lists of areas of state size, especially where these have a relatively unvarying topography, countries may be sufficient. In areas of varied topography altitudinal ranges are a necessity. Too much detail cannot be given; space limitations may require some condensation, however. An excellent example of detailed distributional treatment is "The Butterflies of Yosemite National Park" by J.S. Garth (1935, Bull. Soc. Calif. Acad. Sci.34: 37 et seq.). It is hardly possible for all locality data, altitude, and life-zone restrictions, all in condensed, space-saving form, yet not cryptic.

Whether or not to include REFERENCES under the species depends on individual circumstances. If the list treats a region where the fauna is poorly known, the nomenclature, few species poorly represented in collections, then references are almost a necessity. Lists that are destined to
be used in large part by people possessing little or no detailed knowledge of the Lepidoptera (such as university-sponsored state or local lists, which are often used by students or entomology as aids to identification) should contain references, at least to some generally available or easily obtained illustrated work, noting such changes in nomenclature as may have been made. Leighton's "Butterflies of Washington" (1946, Univ. Washington Publ. in Biol. 9: 47 et seq.) illustrates this nicely. The nomenclature and sequence of species and groups usually follows a recent check list. Such a fact should be noted, as well as any deviations from that check list as a result of recent group revisions.

Notes on the LIFE HISTORIES are very valuable and important, especially the food plant or plants of the particular species. It should be emphasized, however, that for any such information given, its source should be noted. It is often valuable to place a plant in its choice of food plants, a fact that is easily obscured if a plant be cited from some other work without reference. The important facts to be noted are: 1) Is the information quoted from another source and where? 2) Is the information locally observed and if so, in what manner: females observed to oviposit on the plant; species raised on the plant; individuals observed in vicinity; or a predilection to visit or remain nearby? These may be important differences. Many species show predilections for plants that are not their larval food. Often females will oviposit on plants that are not proper larval food (thus causing sterility or death). Seasonal or brood variation in choice of food plant has been noted for several species (notably Lycaenopsis argiolus of Europe, and probably pseudargiolus of North America), a fact that should be kept in mind, as such a sequence might vary from place to place. The correct identification of the host plant is as important as for the insect itself. Samples of host plants should be submitted to a competent botanist for identification (see Lep. News. 3: 2). It is no longer acceptable for a writer to state for the host plant: "grasses" or "pines" or "ferns". The name of the botanist who makes the identifications should of course be given. It is also significant to give all biological notes on larvae, such as the exact species of parasites found (Lep. News. 3: 2), whether it is tended by ants, which birds and lizards feed on it, and so on. Larval color, too, may change from one place to another, and is important.

DATES OF EMERGENCE should be carefully noted, giving where possible not only dates of earliest appearance but also dates of approximate disappearance. Where there are several broods per season these should each be noted, and whether or not the broods are discrete.

The above constitute the minimal requirements (not necessarily in such fine detail; observations of that precision are often only possible with many years of residence in an area). What other information should be included depends on the observational powers of the writer. Locally observed migrations, yearly fluctuations in abundance, and similar things are all valuable and properly included in such a list.

In the introduction to the list a few additional features should find inclusion: an account of the topography is valuable; summary of climatic information—temperature and precipitation data; an outline map is very advisable. It goes almost without saying that if the region has been covered previously in whole or in part, reference to such previous coverage should be made. A historical sketch of collecting in the area, important collections of its fauna and similar data are valuable and interesting.

The "don'ts" in writing a regional list have been broadly covered, either directly or by inference above. There remain a few, however, that should be brought up at this point. The most important is the inclusion of descriptive text. Unless a new species or subspecies is involved, the most that is ever required in a regional list is a few words concisely comparing the subject with possibly confusing relatives that occur with it. Far better than consuming space, type, and ink with such verbiage—which is usually overlooked anyway—is to select those confusing, interesting or poorly known species or races and illustrate them—half-tones are usually satisfactory, the more so since color reproduction is almost prohibitive in cost.

A second "don't" should be mentioned, though the failing is much less frequent now than formerly. This is the inclusion of taxonomic or systematic changes. A regional list is no place to insert such material, as it is thus very easily lost to compilers and researchers who depend on the titles as guides to the contents of the papers. If such changes are unavoidable, and for a variety of reasons they may be, they should be indicated in the title. Descriptions of new species or subspecies are a special case of taxonomic inclusion and are properly admissible in a regional list, if they are from the region covered and THE FACT IS NOTED IN THE TITLE.

In conclusion, it should be stressed again that the need for regional lists is great, that their usefulness is enduring, and that a properly, carefully prepared list will be a mine of information for many years, a genuine contribution to the science.

The Coleopterists' Bulletin is no longer a mimeographed monthly journal, but "is issued at irregular intervals depending on the amount of manuscript material at hand", and is now regularly printed. Its attractive format and valuable contents are a credit to its publisher and editor, Dr. Ross H. Arnett, Jr. Lepidopterists! Society members also interested in beetles will find the Bulletin of considerable utility. The subscription fee is $1.25 per volume and should be sent to Dr. Arnett at: 2826 N. Fairfax Drive, Arlington, Va., U.S.A.

TECHNIQUE NOTE
Dr. S.L. de la Torre y Callejas, of Matanzas, Cuba, writes that he now finds ether sulphuric with carbolic acid superior to salicylic alcohol to suppress mildew in his collection. (See his earlier note in the Lep. News, vol.2: p.86).
I have been interested in the migration of butterflies for over thirty years, and have been fortunate enough to see definite flights in South and Central America, in the West Indies, in Egypt and East Africa, at sea in the Atlantic and the Mediterranean, and here at my home in England. I have noted with pleasure the increasing interest in the subject in North America and welcome this opportunity to draw your attention to some of the problems confronting the student in that area.

In the British Isles we have only 68 species of butterflies (of which at least one is extinct), and of these 17, or one quarter, are known to migrate; and about 11 are dependent on immigration for their continued occurrence within our shores. In North America you have I believe nearly 700 species, but of these my list of recorded migrants only contains about 30 names. I am sure that the true number is over 100 species and perhaps double this. My list is as follows:

### PAPILIONIDAE:
- Papilio cresphontes; P. troilus; P. philenor.

### PIERIDAE:
- Aesica monuste; Eurema lisa; E. nicipe; Phenax subula (seneke); Ereponia lyside; Colias philodice; E. surytheme; Pieria napi.

### NYMPHALIDAE:
- Vanessa cardui; V. atalanta; V. virginiensis (hunters); Polyxena albescens; X. hoenei; Aegialia vanillae; Precis lavinia cornia; Polygone interrogationis; Asterocharis caliris; Limenitis archippus; Anaea andria.

### LIBYTINIDAE:
- Libytheana bachmani.

### DANAINIDAE:
- Danaus plexippus; D. erenice.

### LYCAENIDAE:
- Strymon melinus.

### HESPERIIDAE:
- Uralais proteus; Achalarus lyceis; Hylephila phyleus; Hesperia attalus; Calpodes ethlius.

Part of the immediate work of the members of the Lepidopterists' Society should be to amend and extend this list, if possible sorting the species between regular migrants and irregular wanderers.

In the publications listed at the end I have summarised at intervals what is known of the movements of most of these species, and there is not space here to repeat all this. The following notes therefore relate to special outstanding problems.

First, general problems:—It is important to find the origin or winter homes of your immigrants. Do they survive the winter in your own sub-tropical states? Do they fly across the Caribbean Sea or do they come through or from Mexico? Just before the War we started a campaign to get records of butterflies from ships at sea. Could something similar be done from the Gulf of Mexico?

Is there a return flight? The more we study the migrations of butterflies (and moths) the more evidence we find of flights in opposite directions at different seasons; they are usually to the north in the spring and to the south in the autumn. Often these two flights are very different in intensity: the flight in one direction may be large, and gregarious, and so conspicuous and frequently recorded; the flight in the opposite direction may be very thin and only seen by careful watching. Students of migration should always be on the lookout for thin directional movements, or the evidence will be biased in favour of large flights. *D. plexippus* definitely has a return flight and the evidence also strongly supports similar movements in *P. subula* (see below), *A. vanillae* and others. It is curious that the majority of well established movements in Europe are towards the north in the Spring, while in North America they are (with the exception of *P. car­ dul*) towards the south in the autumn.

How do the insects keep their direction? We don't know, but more careful observations in the field cannot fail to be helpful. Carry a compass and if you see a directional flight, record carefully the bearings of flight and wind, and any change in the direction and intensity of either. If the flight lasts a long time (I have seen one that continued for sixteen weeks), take frequent observations and a number of specimens at intervals. These will help to check up on identifications. Many flights are known to consist of several species moving simultaneously. A hundred or more is not too many, as they can be used for statistical measurements and possibly fat extraction (see 1).

### FILING RECORDS.
We use a standard 3 x 5 inch card for filing and extracting information. A reproduction is shown. Usually many of the squares are blank, but they serve as a reminder to both observer and student.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Sept 10</th>
<th>Milwaukee, Wis.</th>
<th>to South</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field direction and distance.</td>
<td>Field direction and distance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARKING.
Before the War some hundreds of butterflies were marked in England (see 6: p.222), but without any recovery at a distance. The mark should enable the finder to know where to communicate the discovery, and should enable the marker to identify the actual individual. Here we used a registration number and 'LONDON ZOO'. The latter was considered...
to convey the most definite information in the fewest letters. Our Zoo agreed to forward any information - but the War came instead!

Now as to species:

_Danaus plexippus_ (see particularly 2: pp.141-156 and 6: pp.155-184). Both sexes migrate regularly from southern California to the northern states in the autumn, and back again to the north in the spring. There are many records of the autumn flights, but few observations on the spring movement. Information is needed on the dates of first and last appearance in different latitudes and different localities. In the south the butterflies hibernate in masses on trees. Such localities are known in southern California and in Florida, usually very close to the sea. What other areas are there? Are there hibernating areas along the Gulf coast in Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana or Texas? Are there any inland localities? What happens to the butterflies that fly south through Texas in the fall? Do they go onto Mexico? If so, do they hibernate there, or remain active, or breed? Beall (see 1) has recently studied the fat content of the bodies of 'Monarchs' before and after migration, but his available material from the south was small. Can anyone help him?

I am writing a book on 'The Migration and Dispersal of Insects' and very much want a good colour photograph of hibernating _D. plexippus_. Can anyone help me?

_Vanessa cardui_. The 'Painted Lady' is a regular migrant both in Europe and in North America. In some years it is abundant in the summer as far north as Canada, and as far to the northeast as Newfoundland. The only records of immigration in the spring appear to be from western Mexico, where at times enormous swarms fly to the north. There were big immigrations in 1924, 1926, 1931, 1935, 1941, and 1945. In some of the intervening years scarcely a single individual was seen (see A). Is there any other source of immigration? Do flights come through Florida? From climatic conditions this is unlikely as _V. cardui_ multiplies most rapidly in arid climates and none exist south of Florida. Most of the Vanessa that I have seen from Florida have been _V. virginiensis_ (hun ters). Do any 'Painted Ladies' survive the winter in the U.S.A.? If none survive the winter and if there is no other origin than western Mexico, then the Newfoundland butterflies must have had a flight of nearly 3000 miles, something even for a staunch believer in butterfly migration to swallow!

One of the most interesting discoveries that we have made recently is that in the past 60 years the years of big immigrations have tended to be the same both in Europe and North America (see 6: p.252). Please collect all records of _cardui_ in any part of the U.S.A. - and also records of known absence - both past and present and future - so that this theory can be tested more fully in a few years' time.

Is there any evidence for a return flight to the south in the fall? It will require VERY careful observation. Here in Europe we have such evidence, but scanty.

Ascia monuste. According to the observations of Mr. and Mrs. Hodges (see 6: p.143) this species flies to the south along parts of the Atlantic coast of Florida from about March to May, sometimes in great numbers, and then suddenly the direction changes and the movement for the next few weeks is towards the north. From the relative abundance of the grey variety, which becomes more abundant as the season advances, it would seem that the population that flies north is not the same as that that previously flew south. More information and more observations are required - both in Florida and elsewhere.

_Phasia sulphurea_. P.H. Smyth (see 4: p.227) made a remarkable series of observations, lasting for seventeen years, on this species in Alabama. He established a definite movement in large numbers towards the southeast from August to November, and a very thin return flight to the northwest in March and April. Where do the butterflies go in the north, and where is the breeding area? In Florida on the contrary Mr. and Mrs. Hodges recorded them as flying south along the east coast nearly all the year. Do they cross the ocean to the Antilles? Do they cross the Caribbean to South America? The species is common in South America and is a regular migrant there, but the two areas have not yet been linked up.

In England both the _V. atalanta_ and _N. antiopa_ (which we call the Camberwell Beauty and you call the Mourning Cloak) are regular immigrants. There are suggestions of movements of _V. atalanta_ in the U.S.A., but what about _N. antiopa_?

There are a thousand other questions that I could mention but space is limited. The Editor has however kindly offered to publish a second note on migration of butterflies in Europe and other parts of the world in a later number of the _Lep. News._
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Mendham, New Jersey
February 26, 1949

To the Editor:

In the December issue of the Lepidopterists' News (vol.2, p.103), you report Dr. Curtis W. Sabrosky at the 1948 annual meeting of the Entomological Society of America as having spoken "forcefully about the recent activities of the International Congress of Zoology in completely revising the International Rules of Zoological Nomenclature" and state that he "criticized severely the apparently dictatorial and unannounced actions of Mr. Hemming, secretary of the International Commission" at its 13th meeting at Paris last summer. This Congress consisted only of those individuals who attended the meeting, and all its members, especially the Commissioners and those who attended the section on Nomenclature, as well as the Secretary of the Commission must be deemed to be the objects of these criticisms.

Dr. Sabrosky was not present at the Paris meeting, so his remarks as reported concerning what took place there are but conclusions based on hearsay. On the other hand, I did attend the Congress as a delegate, and devoted my time to the meetings of the section on Nomenclature, which section was responsible primarily for the changes in the Rules. I was present at about two-thirds of those meetings which were held in the mornings, afternoons and evenings. Consequently, I appear to be in a somewhat better position to describe the procedure followed and comment on the results attained.

Before the Congress was held, Mr. Hemming flew to this country and within the very limited time at his disposal consulted the Joint American Committee on Entomological Nomenclature, and as many zoologists as possible in Chicago, New York, Ottawa, Washington, and possibly elsewhere, about the matters that might come before the meeting. Naturally this visit did not permit Mr. Hemming to confer with everyone everywhere about everything, nor could he agree upon the precise language of any proposed amendments to the Rules that might be adopted by the Congress, nor even determine the matters that might be brought up, since the latter subjects were obviously beyond his control. It was for the meeting to pass upon all these matters. Therefore, how could every action to be taken by the Congress be announced in advance, and to whom, when, and how?

The meetings of the section on Nomenclature consisted of joint sessions of the Commissioners, their alternates, and members of the Congress who desired to attend. This was most democratic. Previously, I believe, the Commissioners have always met by themselves. The meetings were conducted by Mr. Hemming as Chairman, who brought with him from London a mimeographed dossier divided into thirteen parts and consisting of about one hundred and twenty pages, larger than legal size, covering in minute detail various matters that were expected to come before the meetings. Copies of this file were furnished the Commissioners, and so far as available, loaned to the other members of the section. In addition, six other lengthy parts were prepared during the meetings and furnished to those attending, and finally a report was prepared for submission to the plenary session of the Congress. This imposed a tremendous amount of work upon Mr. Hemming.

At the meetings each proposition upon which action was proposed was distinctly stated and explained. It was then discussed by those who wished to be heard. In many cases the wording of the propositions was changed or redrafted, after which each proposition was put to a vote. While most proposals were adopted, some were rejected. All voting was practically unanimous, but, of course, a majority vote was sufficient to carry any proposition. All of this was strictly in accordance with parliamentary law. It is fair to assume that the meetings I was unable to attend followed the same general pattern. It is sheer nonsense to say that Mr. Hemming indulged in any "dictatorial" action, or that anything was "forced through". The majority of those attending the section meetings, where the spade work was done, were Englishmen and Americans. Can anyone believe that every single American present would sit silently while amendments were being "forced through" under the "dictatorial" influence of the Secretary? All differences of views, and such admittedly occur at every large gathering, were ironed out by discussions, and those not thus disposed of were settled by a majority vote. Democrats act through majorities, even though the majorities at times be in fact minorities of those interested.

The final plenary session of the Congress unanimously approved the report of the section on Nomenclature. Thus the Rules were amended, and in many, many respects made ever so much better than they were. When the final vote was called for, can anyone believe that there was not a single American with sufficient courage to rise and denounce any improper procedure at the meetings, if it had occurred? Were they all so cowed that they had to wait until they were three thousand miles away from Paris to regain their courage and widen their influence of the Secretary? To ask the foregoing questions is but to answer them. No power can suspend or restrict the operation of the amendments until the next Congress convenes. The assumption of such power by anyone would indeed be "dictatorial".

Of course, no Rules of Nomenclature ever had or ever will have any legal standing. The Rules do have the highest moral and ethical standing and will be observed by all zoologists of intelligence, cooperativeness, and good will. The soundness of the Rules, as they existed before the recent meeting, had been proved by experience, but they were very fragmentary, as everyone knows. Their value will be greatly enhanced by the amendments adopted at Paris. Strictly speaking, it is not accurate and may give rise to false impressions to say that the Rules were "completely" revised. It should be made clear that the fundamental provisions have not been altered. It would be more accurate to say that the Rules were corrected, amended, and annotated by incorporating the opinions of the Commission under the provisions.
to which they relate. The former skeleton, after
changing some slight defects in its anatomy, has
been covered with flesh and clothed in a modern cos-
tume. Still, the fundamentals remain the same.

Mr. Hemmings, who for many years has given his
spare time to the work of the International Com-
mission on Zoological Nomenclature without receiving
any compensation whatsoever, deserves the highest
praise and the most generous thanks of all zoolo-
gists throughout the world for the meticulous care
with which he prepared for the recent Congress, and
the invaluable results obtained thereby, largely as
the direct consequences of his preparatory work.

When the amended Rules can be seen in black and
white, I feel sure that the vast majority of zoolo-
gists in America will be completely satisfied with
them. It will be time enough then for constructive
criticisms.

Yours very truly,
(signed) Cyril F. dos Passos

Editor's note: It may be of aid to give those Lep.
News readers who have never had occasion to use the
International Rules of Zoological Nomenclature a
brief explanation of the background of the contro-
versy after which Mr. dos Passos' letter is a part.
The movement toward a stabilized system of Latin
names for animals got its greatest momentum when an
International Zoological Congress, near the begin-
nning of the present century, appointed a committee
to prepare a set of international "rules" which
would try to harmonize the contrasting views on the
proper choice of names to be used. To some degree
the procedures had varied according to nationality,
but also some acrid personal disagreements had ap-
peared in print. While relative objectivity was
achieved by the drafting committee, and a set of
rules was adopted, some of the then irreconcilable
differences of opinion were glossed over by shroud-
ing verbiage and others were left out entirely.

For several years there has been especially
strong agitation to amend the Rules, adjust the con-
flicts which had arisen from contradictory Opinions
(interpretive rulings by the permanent Commission),
and incorporate rules for the omitted points. Dr.
Sabrosky has been one of the leaders in this endeav-
or and has been regarded as notably objective in
his labors. It is worth reiterating that the "Rules"
must depend on general acclamation for their sup-
port. It seems obvious to me that this general ac-
ceptance must PRECEDE final adoption. If this is so,
the present Congress system, with action taken
by a small, unrepresentative, and in some cases in-
sufficiently informed group of individuals, is not
the right way to revise the Rules. How unsound it
is to confront the world's systematic zoologists
with a fait accompli and hope that general accla-
imation will result! We admire Mr. Hemmings' devotion
to his duties on the Commission and shall undoubted-
ly be in hearty accord with most of the changes in
the Rules, but we are convinced that Dr. Sabrosky
has a sound case against the procedures surrounding
the action at the 1948 Congress. It is necessary
to state this here, since Dr. Sabrosky and his co-
workers will publish their exposition in a journal
which may be seen by few News readers.

C.L.R.

LEPIDOPTERA PERIODICALS FOR SALE

In November, 1916, the Boston Entomological Club
(actually lepidopterological only) began to publish
a small periodical called The Lepidopterist. After 1
volume of 13 numbers the editor, S.B. Cassino, with-
drew it from the Club, copyrighted the name, and con-
tinued publishing it. In all, 4 more volumes were
published from 1918-1931, each with 12 numbers, ex-
cept the last, with only 3 numbers. When Cassino
removed the title from the Boston Club, the Club con-
tinued their journal as Lepidoptera, beginning with
"Vol. II". Both periodicals contained descriptions
of new species and forms as well as field notes.
There is much of interest and importance in both.

The Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard
University has unearthed a large stock of copies of
these periodicals and is offering them at reasonable
prices. A few sets of The Lepidopterist, complete
except for Vol.1; no.8, are available for $3.00.
Single copies of all issues (except Vol.1; no.4,
Vol.2; nos.9,10; Vol.3; no.8; and Vol.4; no.1) are
generally available for $0.10 each. if text only; $0.15 if
text and plate. Of Lepidoptera only Vol.2 (minus nos.4,
9) is available, nos.1-3,5-8, 10 offered for the same
price as single numbers of The Lepidopterist. Please
mention your Lep. Soc. membership when ordering these
from: Robt. L. Work, Librarian, Museum of Comp. Zool-
ogy, Harvard University, Cambridge 38, Mass.

C.L.R.

COOPERATORS WITH "THE NEARCTIC BUTTERFLIES"

With the October, 1948, issue of the Lep. News
cards were sent to the North American members of the
Society. These cards were to be returned to the Coor-
dinating Editor to indicate the degree to which each
member was interested in cooperation with the project
outlined in the News (vol.4; pp.77-78). Most of
those who wish to cooperate have now returned their
cards. The summary of the cards received is:

75 favorable 8 unfavorable

The tally by States is given in the following

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Number of Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CANADA</td>
<td>9 - 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>1 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>39 - 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>7 - 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>5 - 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>3 - 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dist.of Col.</td>
<td>4 - 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>4 - 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>15 - 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>1 - 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>1 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>2 - 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>2 - 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>4 - 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>8 - 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>8 - 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>2 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>1 - 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>4 - 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>5 - 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>1 - 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>27 - 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>1 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>1 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>11 - 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>1 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>11 - 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>1 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>1 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>9 - 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>2 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>5 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>5 - 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>6 - 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>2 - 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F.M. Brown
RECENT LITERATURE ON LEPIDOPTERA

17. Bell, Ernest L., "Two new species of Teleinae and notes on some others (Lepidoptera, Rhopalocera)." Am. Museum Nov., no.385: 10 pp., 7 figs. 3 Jan. 1949. Describes as new T. tides (Balloa, Canal Zone), T. brasii (Neudorf, Brazil); lists T. antho from synonymy as distinct from T. amphon; shows T. thiesius, daceus, pehakia to be races of T. amphon. Male genitalia of all but pehakia figured.


23. Collette, C., "Les Lynyriidae de Java." Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (Ser.12), vol.1: pp.685-744, 3 pls. 4 Feb. 1949. Lists 163 forms, giving the location of the types and locality records of specimens examined. Many new notes on distribution, classification, etc. The following are described as new: Du­proctis tanytela; E. conisala; E. camellia; E. oc­hacantha; D. dichthys; D. diphryza; D. enochra; E. tikorei; E. conisara; E. cina; E. gasta; D. polius; E. eclipis; E. exita; E. strices; E. tikoko; E. asela; E. perplexa ochistocara; Lymnatria rhodota; Dura helicta; Aroa abelia; Neogyia (avensia). All new species and a few others are illustrated; the male genitalia of some species are figured. (P.B.)


32. Hassell, S.A., "REFERENCES To Problems, Conclusions." Journ. N.Y. Ent. Soc., vol.56: pp.243-244. Dec. 1948. Records capture of S. ecors near Reed's Beach on northwestern part of Cape May Peninsula on September 7, (1947) and August 26, 1948, in a small swamp of about one acre in area. The author believes the insect breed there and describes its flight and habits. A valuable contribution to field observations. (C. dp.)


35. McDunnough, J. H., "A new race of Pseudohasia hera from southern Colorado." Jour. N.Y. Ent. Soc., vol. 56: pp.249-250. Dec. 1948. The author of the paper credits the name "Pseudohasia hera sps. magnifica" to Reverend Bernard Rotger of Canullin, Colorado, who captured the specimens and drew the original description. The holotype male and allotype female from three miles east of Maite, Costilla Co., Colorado, in the sagebrush country were taken on August 13, 1943, and are in the collection of Reverend Rotger. There are eleven "topopartypes", one of which is in the American Museum of Natural History. It is unfortunate that the holotype, at least, was not deposited in a museum. (G.P. D.)


39. Niewenhuis, A. J., "Lepidoptera van den Banggai­ Archipel II." (in Dutch). Tijdschr. voor Entomol. vol.89(1946): pp.139-181, pl.XII, figs.1-3. 1948. 49 spp. and subsp. of families Arctiidae (22), Lymantridae (7), Lasiocampidae (1), Bombycidae (1), Sphingidae (25), Saturniidae (2), Sphingidae (1), Sphingidae (12) are recorded from the Banggai Archipelago. New are: Asura melienni subsp. duplicata, Asota brun­ nescena, Pericallia distingudea subsp. baijaiensis, Nyctemera vandenberghi (all Arctiidae), Pseudosphaera roepkei (Bombycidae). Furthermore, photographs are given of P. roepkei and of Dasychira bipunctata ns. and of Costoromma obscurum. In addition, it is stated that as late as 1948 descriptions of new spp. are being published in such a little known language as Dutch, instead of in one of the internationally accepted European languages. (A.D.)

40. Roepke, W., "Lepidoptera Heterocera from the sum­ mit of Mt. Tanghuanus, 2100 m., in Southern Sumatra." Tijdschr. voor Entomol., vol.89: pp.209-232, pls. XIII-XIV. 1948. 62 spp. and subsp. are recorded, including 2 Zygaenidae, 9 Litosidae, 2 Drepanidae, 2 Cosidae, 2 Agrotidae (Phalaenaeae), and others. New genera are: ALOPERPANA, PARAMYCHIS, AYDNIA. New spp. are: Colima sunamaena, Gracina, C. inder­ finita, Rosalia montivola, Argyla culminicola, Mus­ tilla liepjnki, Alloplecidae spicifolia, A. sunama­ na, Chorologa javana, Tortricula viridissima, Paramucia maculata, Argyochromis formica, Arthias rot­ tileina, Hydridlodes nebeclulis, H. subruncrata, Hy­ pena calligraphalis. New subsp. are: Eterusia co­ tinmaculata lampongana, Euplexia albivittata culminicola. All above figured, and a few known (A.D.)


50. Vichte, P., "Morphologie des génitalia mâles des Lepidoptères." (In French). Rev. franç. Ent., vol. 15: pp.141-161, 10 figs. 1948. Discusses and figures the general structures of male genitalia of Le­ pidoptera and their homologies. Concludes that PSEU­ MON in 9th tergite, VINCULUM is sternite or subco­ sternite, VALVE is coxoptode or coxa. UNCUS and GNA­ THOS are the tergite and sternite or a tergal or sternal process of the 10th segment. Bibliography gives 95 references.

51. Wright, Sewall, "On the Roles of Directed and Ran­ dom Changes in Gene Frequency in the Genetics of Popu­ lations." Evolution, vol.2: pp.279-294, 7 figs. Dec. 1948. Of lepidopterological importance because of stated disagreement of Prof. Wright with generaliza­ tions on population genetics of moth Panaxia domin­ ica by Fisher & Ford (1947) and reanalysis of their data. Questions whether Panaxia situation is due to shifts in selection or to accidents of sampling or both (Fisher & Ford had considered variations in se­ lection as the factor).

Will be glad to supply data from any species of Rhop­

data desired. Wanted immediately for generic revision, all species of Entomology & Parasitology, Agriculture Hall, Room 112, University of California, Berkeley 4, Calif.

WANTED: Copies of the data from specimens of the following species and races of PAPILIO:

P. bairdi hollandii, P. b. brucei
P. nitra, P. n. kahli
P. machaon allasia, P. m. dodd

Will be glad to supply data from any species of Rhop­

alecta to be found in the collection of the American Museum of Natural History in return.

Paul R. Ehrlich, 538 Academy St., Maplewood, N. J.

Subscriptions to Entomologisches Nachrichtenblatt, a German language mimeographed monthly periodical devoted largely to Lepidoptera, are offered by its editor in exchange for butterfly and moth pupae or for Lepidoptera literature. Write: Adrian Lmth, Inneres Sommerhaus, Burgdorf, SWITZERLAND.

Wanted for cash or exchange: EUPHRYDAS of the world in series. Also Nearctic MITOURA in series.


For sale: European races of PARNASSITAE in papers or mounted with exact data and in good condition. P. apol­

le L. var brittingerii R. a. R. ( = chctus Fruhet.), P. memnonine L. var. hartmann Stdts. & ab. mel­

alting Horn, g. & ab. unbrattisi Fruhet, q (extremely melanistic forms). Supply limited, order early.

Dr. W.J. Reinthal, Dept. of Zool. Sciences, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.


Mrs. Emily Henriksen, Orcas Island, East Sound, Wash.

THE NEW BIO METAL STANDARD redwood box, with screw-on hinges and mitered corners at shoulders, 9 x 13 x 2 1/4 inches: $2.10 each, $24.00 dozen.

Bio Metal Associates announces its new CONSTOCK BOX. White pine frame, birch veneer top and bottom, finest composition white paper lined. Hand-rubbed lacquer finish; hinges inside and hidden; 13 x 9 x 2 1/4 inches. $3.85 each, quantity discounts.

Bio Metal Associates, Box 346, Beverly Hills, Calif.


M. Speelman, 2751 Grand Concourse, New York 58, N. Y.

Will collect in any group in exchange for LEPIDOPTERA, excluding Trichoptera and Orthoptera (contracted). Would especially like to collect Arachnida and Myriapoda for taxonomists.

D.F. Frechlin, 1504 Lafayette, Bremerton, Wash.


4,000 GEOMETRIDAE, ARCTIIDAE, NOCTUIDAE, BOMBYCIDAE, HEPIALIDAE OF AUSTRIAN ALPS pinned but unsold need to be sold to provide space for 1949 collecting. Especially Acriontica, Euxoa, Hylacia, Dianthoecia, Cosma, Anarta, Actias, Orthocostia, Boarmia, Eliston, Unipuncta, and many others. Each for 15¢, including the very good species. 25% discount for orders over 1000 specimens. Specimens perfect and with full data.

Dr. H. Wilcke, Kössen/Tyrol, No. 199, AUSTRIA.

Offer FRENCH BUTTERFLIES of Tyrol, No. 199, AUSTRIA.

JAPANESE BUTTERFLIES offered in exchange for American species, esp. Lycanidae, Satyridae, Nymphalidae, S. murayama, Shinjocho 744, Ibaraki-shi, Osaka, JAPAN.

For sale: over 500 Strymon from all over North America collected over 17 yrs., at 6¢ each; other groups, such as Catocala, skippers, and 100 mostly So. Florida specimens at 6¢ each. D.F. Berry, Box 146, Orlando, Fla.

WISH TO PURCHASE for my library:

Psyche: vols.11,13,15 (pref. unbound)
The Entomologist: vol.1

C.F. dos Passos, Washington Corners, Mendham, N.J.

LIVING MATERIAL

The News will welcome especially notices concerning the exchange or sale of Lepidoptera eggs, larvae, and pupae, hoping to revive the old interest in rearing and to re-emphasize the importance of studying the immature stages. Contributors are urged to include accurate locality data with all material sent.

For sale: PUPAE and papered or pinned adults of So. Calif. Lepidoptera. Order single specimens, or quantity at special rates; or sign up for "Butterfly & Moth of the Month" plan.

W.H. Evans, 8711 La Tuna Canyon Rd., Sun Valley, Calif.

Will exchange a quantity of cocoons of Telia polyphemus and Philosamia cynthia with any members for papered specimens of Papilio or what have you?

A. Glaun, 259 East 98th Street, Brooklyn 12, N. Y.

Contacts desired to obtain live pupae of Sphinxidae and Saturniidae, and eggs of Catocalinae. Dr. V. Frorechin, Postachischen 431, Aachen, GERMANY (British Zone).

Eggs of Actias Luna for sale in season by the 100 or 1000. M. Eugene Smith, Rt. #2, Newman, Georgia.

Desire to purchase or exchange living Saturniid pupae of the world. Have limited number Rothschildia forbesi and/or orizaba pupae for sale or preferably in exchange.

R.L. Halbert, 1201 W. 30th St., Los Angeles 7, Calif.

Wish to purchase, exchange, or sell living Lepidoptera ova for rearing.

Mrs. Hazel Chase, 272 N. Union St., Galion, Ohio.
Q. "Is there a set of distinguishing marks to tell all moths from all butterflies, and are the butterflies really a suborder? One of my friends says butterflies are only one small branch of Lepidoptera."

A. Not quite. The combination of no frenulum with more or less swollen (clubbed) antennae will distinguish practically all butterflies from almost all moths. Many other characters separate most butterflies from most moths: the upright egg, the seta-pattern of the caterpillar (setae iv and v low and separate, and many fine secondary setae present), trachea R4+5 of the pupa crossing the cell (I think separates all butterflies from all moths except a few of the more delicate "micros"); loss of upper spurs of hind legs (except skippers), two rows or patches of bristles on the front (Chaetoeeena: fails in many butterflies, but I have not seen it in moths); etc. "Suborders" are partly a matter of opinion: in any case the butterflies are a group higher than a superfamily, homogeneous and easily recognized and very rich in species and individuals, certainly not "one small branch."

Q. "Why do some of my moths and butterflies get greasy or wet-looking and what can be done to prevent it? I use Riker mounts - would that cause it?"

A. After the specimens dry, the natural storage fat in the body gradually works to the surface and may spread the wings also. Certain preservatives, especially the phenols (carbolic and creosote) and P.D.B., tend to make it spread faster. It can be washed out with any chemically inactive dry-clean­ing solvent, such as benzol, chloroform, unleaded gasoline (if on test it proves to evaporate without leaving a stain). Even white kerosene will serve. Papered specimens that are likely to go greasy are best washed papers and all before spreading. The worst kinds are borers, long-lived kinds like the angle-wings, and the skippers. Males are worse than females. Riker mounts are as safe as anything else.

W.T.M. Forbes

REPRINTS AVAILABLE

Supplies of reprints of several recent papers by Society members have kindly been sent for gratis distribution to those members requesting them. The following are available until the stock is exhausted:

- "The Distribution of Genus taygeta Geyer in North America with Descriptions of New Subspecies" and "New Butterflies from Mount McKinley National Park, Alaska, with a Review of Erebia rossii" by C.F. dos Passos;
- "Sbre a Genitalia das Familias de Hesperiidae" and "Sbre a Genéricos de Familia Sphingidae Pt.1", and "Sbre a Morphologia do Pe­nis em Lepidoptera" by J. Criticca F9;
- "The Rothamsted Light Trap" by C.B. Williams. There are still a few copies of dos Passos' "The Eye Colors of Some Collias Collected in New Jersey."

U.S.A. members requesting reprints please send $5 to $15 (depending on number) in stamps for postage; all other members will be provided postage gratis.

---
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ADDITIONS TO THE MEMBERSHIP LIST

Blevins, T.B. (Dr.), Tilden Lane, R.F.D. #5, c/o
t. H. Briggs, Rockville, Maryland. RHOP: Papilion­
oidae, esp. Nymphalidae.

Eyer, John R. (Dr.), New Mexico Agric. Exp. Sta.
State College, N.M. MICRO: esp. Lycaenidae, Hip­
pialidae, Micropterygidae. Morphology, Life His­
tory. Coll. Ex.

Forsyth, Marguerite S. (Mrs.), P.O. Box 96, Florida
City, Florida. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Sell.

Hesselbarth, Gerhard, (23) Denpholz (Hann.), Hinden­
burger, 13, GERMANY. Palaeartic RHOP & MACRO:
esp. Papilionidae, Pieridae, Rambles, Arctidae.
Coll. Ex.

Perkins, Owen A., 1605 Crooks Road, Royal Oak, Mich.

Smith, F. Siviter, 21 Melville Hall, Holly Road,
Edgaston, Birmingham 16, ENGLAND.

Ziegler, J. Benjamin (Dr.), 38 Baltsrul Place,
Summit, N.J.

CHANGES OF ADDRESS

Friday, F.W., Box 72, Palm Desert, Calif.
Johnston, W.M., 383 South St., Jamaica Plain, Mass.

Numerous members did not return their membership cards when sending 1949 dues. It will greatly sim­plify the already heavy task of keeping the Society records, if these cards are sent to the Associate Editor as soon as possible.

A much regretted error crept into Dr. Monroe's paper, "Some Remarks on the Genus Concept in Rhopo­locera" (Lep. News, vol. 3: pp. 2-4). Please make a correction in the second paragraph as follows: delete lines 16-17; substitute lines 18-19 for lines 16-17; for lines 18-19 substitute:

"usefulness of the genera to the non-specialist for purposes of routine identification or general de-"

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS' NEWS

The monthly periodical of the Lepidopterists' Society Membership is open to all persons interested in any aspect of the study of butterflies and moths. The 1947 dues, including subscription to the NEWS, are $2.00 for Regular Membership and $4.00 or more for Sustaining Membership. Please make remittances payable to Charles L. Remington. Price for Vol. 2 is $2.00. No complete sets of Vol. 1 are available.